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Installation Instructions 
Mineral Insulated (M.I.) 

Roof De-icing Cable Assembly  

warning: Mineral insulated Cable must be installed by a qualified electrician.  All assembly, instal-
lation, and test instructions must be followed. improper installation can result in property damage, 
serious injury, or death due to electric shock. Please call delta-Therm Corporation at 1-800-526-
7887 with any installation or operating questions.
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1.1 PreCautions

1.2 Cable and 
ComPonents

1.3 General  
aCCessories

section 1. Overview     
roof and Gutter: The purpose and function of roof and gutter de-icing cable is to cre-
ate an open drainage path for any water that would otherwise be stopped (by either ice or 
snow) from draining properly. it is not meant to melt all accumulated snow or ice. 

Please read these installation instructions and all instructions included with kits prior to  
installation.  Observe all warnings. visually inspect the cable for damage. The cable must 
not be cut, nicked or worn. do not install damaged cable.

• do not bend cable within 3” of a termination. (Terminations labeled dO NOT beNd
here).

• install in accordance with the prevailing electrical code. 

• System must be grounded in accordance with the prevailing electrical code.

• do not bend cable tighter than 3” inside diameter.

• do not twist, kink, or spiral the cable.

• do not pull cable from coil. roll coil to unreel cable.

• Test cable before installation with 500 vdC insulation resistance tester and multimeter.

• All related components and controls should be properly rated for the specified location
classification.

• Leave all tags on the cables as they include listings and electrical requirements.

• do not splice the cable.

each M.i. cable assembly is factory terminated. each M.i. snow melt cable assembly 
includes a base kit.  each base kit includes: 

• (1) .75” conduit body (C or T type)

• (1) bag of delta dry hydroponic powder

• (1) Piece of duct-seal

• required pressure connector(s)

• base kit installation instructions

each M.i. cable has a uL or CSA label attached to the ThwN cold lead within 3” of the 
brass terminating sleeve stating in order: 

• Cable type prefix

• Number of conductors

• Cable resistance

• Cable length in feet

• Operating voltage

• Current draw

• Total wattage

• watts per lineal foot

Note: do not remove the uL or CSA label.

Accessories  Panels
Product 
number

description
Product 
number

description

PCK-rG Power Connection Kit (iN Series) dt-XXPXXX enclosed Contactor Panel

PCK-rGP Power Connection Kit (CO Series) GfPe-X-X-X Power Control Panel w/GFPe

imP ice Melt Panel lnr-X Low Noise relay Panel

Custom Control/Monitor/Alarm Panelsdt-as-50 roof Clips For Asphalt Shingles

rm-25-al Aluminum Clips For Metal roofs 

specialty Clips Specialty clips for slate, copper, etc. 
roofs. Please refer to datasheet. Controls

sb-190 roof adhesive for dT-AS-50 clips.
Product 
number

description

VHb Pads double-sided adhesive pads for rM-
25-AL clips dtC120-G roof de-icing Control

dsH downspout hanger mPs W/rG roof de-icing Control
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1.4 tools reCommended 

1.5 site Plan 

1.6 Cable storaGe 

1.7 Cable labelinG

1.8 Cable testinG

1.9 site PreParation

1.10 ProPer Cable  
HandlinG

1.11 neC Code

1.12 Conduit and CirCuit 
Wire

section 1. Overview
• 500 vdC insulation resistance tester

• digital multimeter

• Clamp-On Ammeter

• Adjustable wrench

• Flat head screwdriver

• Fastening system (as required): nylon cable ties, pre-punched strapping, or metal ties

delta-Therm offers engineered drawing services as outlined in our Price List. if drawings 
were ordered, please compare the drawing bill of materials to materials supplied with your 
order and verify that you received all of the delta-Therm components. before starting the 
installation verify the proper location and layout of heating cable(s), control(s), and/or ac-
cessories.  

All M.i. cables should be stored in a cool, dry location. Cables should be protected from 
damage. Following the cable testing instructions in section 3, test all cables removed from 
storage and record the readings on the warranty card.

delta-Therm Mineral insulated heating Cables are uL listed and CSA certified for roof, gut-
ter, and downspout installations. each cable has a uL or CSA label attached to the ThwN 
cold lead within 3” (76mm) of the metal sleeve. The label states the following information 
in order: cable type (prefix, number of conductors, and cable resistance), cable length, 
operating voltage, current draw, total wattage, watts per lineal foot, and cold lead length. 
The cable has a standard ThwN cold length of 10’ (3m).

Please refer Section 3 for all cable testing procedures. 

review installation, engineering, electrical, and or architectural drawings prior to installa-
tion. verify that available voltage is the same as the cable operating voltage indicated on 
the uL or CSA label. install conduit from the cable feed points to an indoor or dry junction 
box, continuing to the power panel per site plan. install appropriate grounding system per 
prevailing electrical code.  

Select the proper cable assembly for each roof area:
1. be sure of ample branch circuit capacity to accommodate these additional circuits. 

refer to cable current ratings on labels attached to cables.  The size of the branch
circuit breaker should be at least 25% greater than the cable ampere load. 

2. be sure there is sufficient main panel-board capacity to accommodate this additional
load.  Normally, capacity for summer air conditioner load can handle this alternate
winter load.

Cap or plug all conduit openings temporarily before installing the M.i. cable, ensure that all 
surfaces which the cable may come in contact with are free from sharp edges and protect 
cable from items that may cut or cause damage.

Always unroll the coil of M.i. cable. do not pull the cable in a helix fashion.  Please refer 
to detail 1 and detail 17 to review single and dual conductor cable finished assembly and 
base kit components.

Please consult NeC Article 426 Fixed Outdoor electric deicing and Snow-Melting equip-
ment with attention to Section 426.21 exposed deicing and Snow-Melting equipment.

The cable assemblies require a permanently wired and grounded conduit system. use only 
uL Listed (CSA Certified) weatherproof junction boxes. 
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delta-Therm’s M.i. roof de-icing cable assemblies require a permanently wired and 
grounded conduit system to feed the cable for proper, safe performance. use only uL 
Listed (CSA Certified) weatherproof junction boxes. 

1. install supplied conduit and wire to a point within 9’ of the start of the heated cable. 
Attach junction box to the end of the conduit. The non-heating M.i. portion of the cable
is 5’ (1.5cm) standard. The stranded cold lead is 20’ (6m) standard.  Only the cold lead
length can be altered in the field.

2. The conduit body (Cb) should be located in a weather protected and relatively inac-
cessible area (within 9’ (2.7m) of the junction box and 4’ (122cm) of the gutter. 

NOTe: The junction box can be located inside or outside the building.

1.12 Conduit and 
CirCuit Wire

section 1. Overview

detail 1. Typical install of M.i. Cable.

SCALE:RG
8 WALL SECTION - METAL SEAM ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DOWNSPOUT

GUTTER

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

M.I. THERMAL GRADIENT 
SECTION

JUNCTION BOX

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

4
12

POWER
SOURCE

6"

TRACE HEIGHT

SCALE:RG
21 ENLARGED ELEVATION

NTS

3" DRIP LOOP W/ RM-25-AL

2/1/12

DE-ICING CABLE

DRIP LOOP

RM-25-AL
ROOF CLIPS

ROOF EDGE

3"

detail 2. 3” drip loop of de-icing cable to direct melt water gutter is typical on all sloped roof eaves.

detail 3. dual conductor M.i. roof de-icing cable assembly is installed to de-ice roofs, gutters, and 
downspouts. The assembly is factory terminated and ships with a base kit as described in section 
1.2.

PRESSURE CONNECTOR

HOT-COLD SPLICE

HEATING CABLE

END CAP

3/4" "C"
CONDUIT 
FITTING

THHN
COLD LEADS
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before starting the installation please refer to Section 1.5 Site Plan, Section 1.9 Site 
Preparation, and test cables following the directions in Section 3.1 Pre-installation Testing. 
Please refer to detail 3 to review dual conductor cable finished assembly and base kit 
components.

1. uncap conduit and swab if necessary to make sure it is dry. install the .75” (19mm)
conduit body to the .75” (19mm) conduit so that the opening faces up. install the pres-
sure connectors into the conduit body.  Feed cold lead through a pressure connector
until the metal termination sleeve is mid-way through the pressure connector.  wrap
the uL or CSA tag around the cold lead to feed through the connector.  Tighten the
connector.

2. Pull the stranded cold lead through the conduit into the junction box. Press duct seal
provided in the conduit body around cold leads at the conduit entry point to hold the
water repellent delta-dry power in the conduit body. Fill conduit body with delta-dry
powder provided, tapping the body to pack the powder. install the neoprene gasket
and metal cover, screwing down tighty. Splice cold leads to circuit wires in junction box
with watertight splices, and wrap several layers of tape to insure water-tight insulated
connections.

3. Attach cable to roof as shown per drawings or per details included in these instruc-
tions. The conduit body and junction box should be located as aesthetically as pos-
sible. before starting installation determine if power is being supplied at roof level or at
ground level. 

On sloped roofs the cable loop should be 6” up the roof eave beyond the projected exterior 
wall line. The cable should also be installed inside of gutters and downspouts. Angle of roof 
eave installation is approximately 60 degrees.

Cables should be permanently attached to the roof to insure retaining position during 
severe weather. There are many ways to fasten cable. After determining the roof material, refer 
to the chart below. if the roofing material is not listed, please consult the roofing manufacturer for 
proper attachment.  

Attach the cable at the top of roof eave triangles, at the drip loop into the gutter, every 3’ - 5’ for ca-
ble laying inside of gutters and around flat roof perimeters, and at the top/bottom of downspouts.

roof material Clip recommended fastening 
method

asphalt shingle dT-AS-50 Sb-190*

standing seam metal rM-25-AL/SS series (no adhesive) vhb pads*

slate Specialty Clip with extended hook or slotted strap

Ceramic tile Specialty Clip with extended hook or slotted strap

rubber membrane Any Per roofing manufacturer approved means

Copper rM-25-Cu Solder

downspouts dSh Not applicable

* Follow the cleaning, primer, minimum adhesion time (curing time before installing cable)
and minimum adhesion temperature directions of the Adhesive being used.

NOTe: if the clips are fastened to the sub-roof with screws, the screw entry points must be 
waterproofed.

To minimize piercing or cementing the roofing, install stainless steel, copper or copper 
plated wire ropes.  Firmly anchor rope at end walls and lace through each heater loop at 
the apex of each triangle at the top and bottom. Tie, clip or tape the heater and wire rope 
together to insure minimum or no movement of the heater cable. Anchor the wire rope 
every 4’ (122cm) to minimize movement of the cable.

2.1 General information

2.2 Permanent  
attaCHment of Cables

2.3 maintaininG Cable 
Pattern on eaVes

section 2. installation
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2.4 sloPed asPHalt

section 2. installation

detail 4. de-icing cable should extend 6” above exterior wall on sloped roofs. 

TRACE HEIGHT6"

EXTERIOR WALL

ROOF

ROOF SECTION:
RG-2

1/18/12

detail 5. de-icing cable on sloped asphalt eave only. This layout typically uses dT-AS-50 clips with 
Sb-190 adhesive on roof, and rM-25-AL clips with vhb adhesive pads for drip loop in gutter.

detail 6. de-icing cable on sloped asphalt eave and inside of gutter. This layout typically uses dT-
AS-50 clips with Sb-190 adhesive on roof, and rM-25-AL clips with vhb adhesive pads for drip loop 
in gutter. Clip de-icing cable laying in gutter to the bottom of the gutter every 3’-5’. For copper gutters 
use rM-25-Cu clips.

SCALE:RG
1 ROOF ELEVATION - ASPHALT ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

DT-AS-50 CLIPS

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

END TERMINATION

GUTTER

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH

SCALE:RG
1 ROOF ELEVATION - ASPHALT ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

DT-AS-50 CLIPS

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

DOWNSPOUT

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

GUTTER

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTHM.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE
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2.4 sloPed asPHalt

section 2. installation

SCALE:RG
1 ROOF ELEVATION - ASPHALT ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

DOWNSPOUT HANGER

DT-AS-50 CLIPS

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

DOWNSPOUT

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

END TERMINATION

GUTTER

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH

detail 7. de-icing cable on sloped asphalt eave, inside of gutter, and in downspout. This layout typi-
cally uses dT-AS-50 clips with Sb-190 adhesive on roof eave and rM-25-AL clips with vhb adhesive 
pads in gutter. Clip de-icing cable laying in gutter to bottom of gutter every 3’-5’. For copper gutters use 
rM-25-Cu clips. use dSh to hold de-icing cable at top of downspout. 

Please refer to detail 2 to calculate the cable trace height on the roof eave.

detail 9. de-icing cable on sloped standing seam metal eave only. This layout typically uses rM-25-
AL clips with vhb adhesive pads.

SCALE:RG
18 ROOF PERSPECTIVE

NTSSCALE:RG
17 ENLARGED PLAN

NTS

ASPHALT ROOF W/ DT-AS-50

2/1/12

ASPHALT ROOF W/ DT-AS-50

2/1/12

SHINGLES

DE-ICING CABLE

DT-AS-50 CLIP

SHINGLE

UNDER 
SHINGLES

DE-ICING CABLE

DT-AS-50 CLIP

detail 8. dT-AS-50 clip is installed between two shingles using Sb-190 adhesive.

SCALE:RG
3 ROOF ELEVATION - METAL ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

DOWNSPOUT

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

GUTTER

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH
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2.5 sloPed standinG 
seam metal roofs

section 2. installation

detail 10. de-icing cable on sloped standing seam metal eave and inside of gutter. This layout typi-
cally uses rM-AL-25 clips with vhb adhesive pads. Clip de-icing cable laying in gutter to bottom of 
gutter every 3’-5’. For copper gutters use rM-25-Cu clips.

detail 11. de-icing cable on sloped standing seam metal eave, inside of gutter, and in downspout. This 
layout typically uses rM-AL-25 clips with vhb adhesive pads. Clip de-icing cable laying in gutter to 
bottom of gutter every 3-5’. For copper gutters use rM-25-Cu clips. use dSh to hold de-icing cable at
top of downspout.

SCALE:RG
20 ENLARGED PLAN

NTSSCALE:RG
19 ROOF PERSPECTIVE

NTS

METAL SEAM W/ S5S CLAMP

2/1/12

METAL SEAM W/ RM-25-AL

2/1/12

METAL SEAM

DE-ICING CABLE

S5S CLIP & CLAMP

METAL SEAM

DE-ICING CABLE

RM-25-AL
CLIP

detail 12. install de-icing cable using either rM-25-AL clip with vhb adhesive pads or S5S clip and 
clamp combination.

SCALE:RG
3 ROOF ELEVATION - METAL ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

END TERMINATION

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

GUTTER

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH

SCALE:RG
3 ROOF ELEVATION - METAL ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

END TERMINATION

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

GUTTER

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH
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2.6 sloPed slate roofs

section 2. installation
 

 
 

 

 

 

detail 13. de-icing cable on sloped slate eave only. This layout typically uses rS-STr-Cu or rr-STr-
Cu clips on roof eave and rM-25-AL clips with vhb adhesive pads in gutter. For copper gutters use 
rM-25-Cu clips.  

detail 14. de-icing cable on sloped slate eave and inside of gutter. This layout typically uses rS-STr-
Cu or rr-STr-Cu clips on roof, and rM-25-AL clips with vhb adhesive pads in gutter. Clip de-icing 
cable laying in gutter to bottom of gutter every 3’-5’. For copper gutters use rM-25-Cu clips.

SCALE:RG
1 ROOF ELEVATION - ASPHALT ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

DOWNSPOUT

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

GUTTER

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTHM.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

RS-STR-CU OR RR-STR-CU CLIPS

SCALE:RG
1 ROOF ELEVATION - ASPHALT ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

END TERMINATION

GUTTER

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH

RS-STR-CU OR RR-STR-CU CLIPS
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2.6 sloPed slate roofs

section 2. installation

 

 

 
 
 

detail 15. de-icing cable on sloped slate eave, inside of gutter, and in downspout. This layout typically 
uses rS-STr-Cu or rr-STrCu clips on roof eave and rM-25-AL clips with vhb adhesive pads in 
gutter. Clip de-icing cable laying in gutter to bottom of gutter every 3’-5’. For copper gutters use rM-25-
Cu clips. use dSh to hold de-icing cable at top of downspout. 

RS-STR-CU6

RR-STR-CU

SLATE ROOF

CLIP UNDER SLATE

DE-ICING CABLE

RS-STR-CU 
ROOF CLIP

SLATE ROOF

CLIP UNDER SLATE

DE-ICING CABLE

RR-STR-CU 
ROOF CLIP

2/13/12

2/13/12SCALE:
ENLARGED PERSPECTIVE

NTS

SCALE:
ENLARGED PERSPECTIVE

NTS

detail 16. install de-icing cable using either rS-STr-Cu clip with 13.5” long hooked strap or rr-STr-
Cu clip with 13.5” long slotted strap. 

SCALE:RG
1 ROOF ELEVATION - ASPHALT ROOF W/ M.I.

NTS 2/1/12

DRIP LOOP

DOWNSPOUT HANGER

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER SENSOR

DOWNSPOUT

POWER SOURCE TYPICALY 
INSTALLED UNDER SOFFIT

END TERMINATION

GUTTER

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

M.I. THERMAL 
GRADIENT SECTION

J-BOX

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

POWER
SOURCE TRACE WIDTH

RS-STR-CU OR RR-STR-CU CLIPS
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2.7 Gutters,  
doWnsPouts  
and Valleys

section 2. installation
1. Cable passes in gutters are anchored to the bottom of the gutter using roof clips. A dis-

tance of 3’ - 5’ will prevent moving and flexing. when there are multiple cable passes
in a gutter the passes should be spaced at least 2” apart. 

2. hold cable in place at the top of the downspout using dSh downspout hanger. Clip
cable at bottom of downspout using roof clips. The bottom of cable should remain
within downspout. if exposed, it must be protected.

3. when power is supplied at the roof you hand form any 5’ (1.5m) thermal gradient
sections of cable over the top edge of the gutter and anchor using dSh downspout
hanger. This insures it will not be cut or worn through by top edge of gutter, and to
prevent chafing or abrading of cable. 

SCALE:RG
38 ROOF PERSPECTIVE - ASPHALT ROOF

NTS 2/1/12

3" DRIP LOOP

SINGLE TRACE
DE-ICING CABLE

RM-25-AL CLIPS

GUTTER

TRACE WIDTH

5’ SPACING MAXIMUM

19" - 24"
13" - 18"
7" - 12"

GUTTER NUMBER OF
CABLE RUNSWIDTH

4" - 6" 1 RUN
2 RUNS
3 RUNS
4 RUNS

GUTTER SCHEDULE

detail 17. installing de-icing cable in the gutter.

SCALE:RG
11 DOWNSPOUT SECTION

NTS

DOWNSPOUT DOUBLE TRACED

2/1/12

DOWN
SPOUT

EXTERIOR 
WALL

DRIP 
LOOP

DOUBLE 
TRACE DE-
ICING CABLE

SCALE:RG
12 DOWNSPOUT SECTION

NTS

DOWNSPOUT SINGLE TRACED

2/1/12

DOWN
SPOUT

EXTERIOR 
WALL

DRIP 
LOOP

SINGLE
TRACE DE-
ICING CABLE

END
CAP

SCALE:RG
14 DOWNSPOUT SECTION W/ SR

NTS

POWER SOURCE AT GROUND LEVEL

2/1/12

EXTERIOR 
WALL

DOWN
SPOUT

JUNCTION 
BOX

SINGLE 
TRACE
DE-ICING 
CABLE

POWER
SOURCE

detail 18. de-icing cable looped in downspout, terminated in downspout, and power connection made 
at the ground level outside of the downspout. Please refer to the dSh datasheet included with the 
downspout hanger for installation instructions.

SCALE:RG
15 VALLEY HEAT TRACE DETAIL

NTS 2/1/12

2/3

1/3

POSITION CLIPS 
EVERY 2' OF CABLE

TRACE A RUN OF CABLE UP THE VALLEY AND BACK 
DOWN. RUN THE TRACE TWO-THIRDS OF THE WAY UP.

DE-ICING
CABLE

detail 19. de-icing cable is looped twice up the valley.
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2.8 flat roof WitH  
internal drains

section 2. installation

detail 20. de-icing cable on a flat roof with internal drains.

DRAIN DETAIL

DRAIN
J-BOX

ROOF SLOPED TOWARDS DRAIN

PATTERN DETAIL

DE-ICING CABLE

CONTROL 
JOINT

6"
1/3 DISTANCE
DRAIN TO 
PERIMETER

2/3 DISTANCE 
FROM DRAIN 
TO PERIMETER

SCALE:RG
31 PERSPECTIVE - ROOF DRAIN W/ M.I. CABLE

NTS 2/1/12

**DASHED LINES REPRESENT OBJECTS 
  LOCATED UNDER THE ROOF LINE

M.I. HOT/COLD SPLICE

M.I. DE-ICING CABLE

TO POWER CONNECTION

RM-25-AL
3'-4'

detail 21. Perspective view of de-icing cable on a flat roof with internal drains.
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eXternal drains

section 2. installation

detail 22. de-icing cable on a flat roof with external drains.
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section 3. testing and trouble shooting
3.1 Pre-installation 
testinG

3.2 monitorinG Cable 
durinG installation

3.3 final testinG

3.4 maintenanCe 

3.5 trouble-sHootinG 
and teCHniCal suPPort

unpack the M.i. cable and test each cable for insulation resistance (ir), and total resis-
tance (Tr). 

To test Tr, connect each lead of the ohmmeter to each M.i. cable cold lead conductor. Test 
in accordance with the meter manufacturer’s instructions. Compare Tr reading from ohm-
meter to calculated Tr (multiply the heated length of cable by the cable resistance value 
found on uL/CSA label). The ohmmeter reading should be within 10% of the calculated Tr. 

To test ir, connect one lead of the 500 vdC insulation resistance tester to one cold lead 
conductor and the other lead to the M.i. cable metal sheath. Test in accordance with the 
meter manufacturer’s instructions. ir reading should be greater than 10 megohms.

Please enter the Tr and ir readings on the warranty card.  

repeat the steps as described in Section 3.1 and enter the information on the warranty 
card. if there is a change in the meter reading, please check the cable for damage, as well 
as  any power connections, splices, and end terminations.

repeat the ir test steps as described in Section 3.1. To test Tr, connect each lead from 
the ohmmeter to the two cold leads that will be attached to power. enter the information 
on the warranty card. if there is a change in the meter reading, please check the cable for 
damage, as well as any power connections, splices, and end terminations.

Annually check system for loose or damaged cable. repair or replace clips as necessary. 
Assure that the gutters and downspouts are free of leaves and other debris prior to the 
winter season. 

if during any test the meter readings vary by +/- 10% from the previous test, stop the instal-
lation and investigate. Please check for pinched or crushed cables, test splices, test power 
connections, test end terminations, and repair accordingly. Check for water in all junction 
boxes or conduit. Any faults should be repaired by a qualified electrician or factory techni-
cian.

For additional trouble-shooting and repair procedures, please contact delta-Therm techni-
cal support at 1-800-526-7887. Please be prepared to provide: 

• Part numbers for all installed equipment

• ir and Tr readings on all installed cables

• verification that incoming voltage matches design voltage of delta-Therm equipment

• verification that you have checked all wiring, junction boxes, etc. 

• digital photos of installed equipment

if you have any questions or comments about these instructions or your installation please 
call delta-Therm at 1-800-526-7887.
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